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Hello everyone! 

We would like to welcome you to our first live bull sale! We decided to make the jump this year from 

selling private treaty for the better part of a decade for many reasons, foremost however, was our bull 

calves for next year. On a normal year, we can sort our way down to the top 60% of the bull calves fairly 

quickly. This year however is our 1st crop from our Canadian boys, and man, we were just having an 

extremely tough time finding holes in the bull calf pen. The thought of having to private treaty 60 or 

more bulls is daunting to say the least. So, we made the decision to move to a production sale. With 

that being said, we would like to thank our return buyers from all the years past for getting our program 

to this point. Without your faith in our program, we would not be where we are today and the words 

‘Thank you’ simply cannot be said enough.

If you’re new to our program, we appreciate your interest in taking the time to open our catalog!  We 

hope it becomes evident fairly quickly that we are not your run of the mill, pure bred program. We DO 

NOT follow the hot bull of the year, we DO NOT value paper numbers over actual numbers. Mother 

nature has been our guiding hand from the beginning.  We make our living with our cattle and the only 

way to do that is to breed cattle that fit our environment. The only real way to do that is to let the 

environment have the first sort on the cattle. To get that sort, they have to be tested and if they fail, 

those genetics must not remain in production. Our mother cows are what keep us in business and that 

is where our focus has been and will remain.  We grow very little feed ourselves and with these all-

time high feed costs, it quickly becomes apparent if you want to stay in business, your cattle must be 

efficient. We have sought out and stacked generations of some of the best females in the angus breed 

to make females that will live longer, do more on less, and be ultra-productive. Our environment does 

not allow for those huge terminal-growth number bulls. A conversation we had with a commercial cattle 

producer we remember from years past: We need cattle that grow like hell for the first 24 months and 

slow down. We couldn’t agree more.  Our girls make their living on grass. Wintering out in Wyoming 

is no easy feat, so it made sense to us years ago to begin to develop our heifer calves the same way: 

wintering out on grass, getting bred on grass in the springtime; the same as their mothers. Needless to 

say, the first few years breed up was rough, but every year since our fall out on our 1st calf heifers has 

been less and less. Through 2 hard years, our girls have made us very thankful we have developed them 

this way and we have heard many of the same reports from our bull customers as well. 

We decided to start gnomically testing after talking to some of our friends that use the same 

philosophy in their breeding programs. AG Boosts genomic test is something we have been watching 

for the past several years. What we like about it is that it breeds wide and can be implemented into any 

commercial program. We feel there is a lot of value to this going forward. We were a little bit skeptical 

beforehand, but after getting the scores back, excluding a few outliers, it really just reaffirmed what we 

already knew about the genetics in the bulls and our cow herd. Honestly, it was very refreshing to see 

the bulls accurately represented on paper and matching their actual numbers in person. The scores are 

very easy to read once you learn how to understand them. We would like to point out that we have no 

problems with EPDs. Many of the bulls in the sale have them. We, however, do not agree with some of 

the algorithms used and the human variable in reaching their valuations.  Our main focus has been and 

will remain to be actual numbers. That’s what gets us paid, and that’s what keeps us in business. 

We would love to see you in Worland on Feb 18th!  Happy Trails & God Bless

The Redlands

Adam & Briana Redland

307-250-1548

RedlandRBAngus@gmail.com
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SALE DAY PHONE
BHBLA  . . . . . 307-347-9201
Adam  . . . . . . 307-250-1548
Briana  . . . . . 307-272-1604
Deb  . . . . . . . . 307-250-1546

LOCATION
1310 County Lane 12, Worland WY

REPRESENTATIVES
Curt Cox, Wyoming Livestock Roundup  . . . . 307-630-4604
Ryan Casteel, Cattle Business Weekly . . . . .   605-423-6000
John Henry Beardsley, Superior Livestock  . . 406-853-4938
Devin Murnin, Western Livestock Journal . . 406-696-1502

HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS
Comfort Inn, Worland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 307-488-0395
Days Inn by Wyndham, Worland   . . . . . . . . 307-347-4251
Carter Inn, Tensleep  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 307-366-9911
Greybull Motel, Greybull . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 307-765-2628

SALE SCHEDULE
Friday day and Saturday morning the bulls will be 
available to view out in the yard in person. The bulls 
will not be walking through the sale ring during the 
auction. Instead, they will be represented with their 
videos on sale day. 
Noon: Lunch will be served. 
1:00 PM: Sale will begin. 
BULLS WILL SELL IN CATALOG ORDER

HEALTH
All bulls Semen, BVD, and PAP Tested
All tests completed with Dr. Alan Godfredson, DVM of 
Flying A Animal Health. 
Health checks will be provided for any travel 
requirements.

RETAINED INTEREST
Redland Redbank Angus retains 1/3 revenue sharing 
interest in each bull selling. Buyer has 100% possession 
and 100% salvage value. 

DELIVERY 
Free delivery to adjoining states, 
North Dakota & Nevada to central 
Stockyard Locations. 

BREEDING GUARANTEE
All bulls will be covered 50% by Redland Redbank 
Angus if they are injured during their first breeding 
season and unable to complete service during that 
breeding season. The breeding season is the 90-
day period following the first turnout of the bull 
or bulls. If a replacement bull is available, we will 
provide one. If a buyer prefers credit towards a 
bull in the following year’s sale, half of the value 
of the injured bull, minus one-half of the salvage 
value will be given as credit. All injured bulls 
must be diagnosed by a licensed veterinarian. 
Documentation will need to be provided. Please 
let us know as soon as possible if an injury occurs, 
the sooner the better, and prior to the bull being 
sold for salvage. All injury claims must be made by 
September 1, 2023. 

SUPERIOR LIVESTOCK BIDDING INSTRUCTIONS
VIEWING THE AUCTION 
The auction will be 
broadcast online at Bid.
SuperiorLivestock.com 
along with pre-recorded 
videos. You do not need an 
account just to watch the 
auction or view videos of the sale offering. 
ONLINE BIDDING  If you have not registered Bid.
SuperiorLivestock.com before, you will need to 
create an account.  For details on registering and 
also how to bid, you may watch a tutorial at 
Bid.SuperiorLivestock.com/how-it-works
TURN IN BIDS OVER THE PHONE  You must 
register at Bid.SuperiorLivestock.com and request 
a buyer number. Once you receive a buyer number, 
you will see the bid line phone number.  Watch the 
auction online and call in at least 2 lots ahead of 
the lot you want to bid on. A Superior Livestock 
representative will be with you on the phone and will 
assist you in placing bids. 

FOR HELP WITH REGISTRATION OR ANY PART 
OF THE BIDDING PROCESS PLEASE CALL 

SUPERIOR AT (800) 422-2117

PHONE AND ABSENTEE BIDS
Please call and let us assist you with your purchase 
in order to qualify for our site unseen guarantee!

SIGHT UNSEEN GUARANTEE
If you are unable to make it to the sale, we would be 
more than happy to assist you with your purchase. 
If we help you in your purchase and at time of 
delivery you are not satisfied, you do not have to 
own the bull. Please contact us! We are also offering 
phone bidding, as well as absentee bidding. All 
three forms: phone, absentee and internet of not on-
site bidding qualify for our sight unseen guarantee. 

Redland Redbank Angus
FIRST ANNUAL BULL SALE

Saturday, February 18th, 2023
1:00 MST at BHB Livestock Auction in Worland, WY

Customer appreciation lunch at noon
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Reference Sires

Sinclair Rolling Coal 5K6Sinclair Rolling Coal 5K6
18152629        2/20/17         Age of Dam - 12

 BW WW YW Milk Marb RE $W $B
	 +0.3	 +39	 +69	 +22	 +.57	 +.12	 +35	 +95
He has been sure-fire calving ease from the start and has 
bred through any genetics thrown at him. His daughters 
are low-input, the right size, and have excellent structure, 
udders and feet. 

Coleman Rito 707-974 Coleman Rito 707-974 
+16359676       4/13/09

 BW WW YW Milk Marb RE $W $B
	 +0.0	 +25	 +41	 +18	 -.05	 +.26	 +29	 +41
Direct descendent of Rito 707 and Coleman Donna 386, 
he is the combination of some of the very best cow-
making genetics of all time. His daughters that we have in 
production now are low-input, high-output, gentle, good-
footed, fertile females. He is a female improver!

McCumber Fortunate 213 5120McCumber Fortunate 213 5120
18168063       1/29/15 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt
      Age of Dam - 13 79	 745	 1275

Fortunate is a nice combination of calving ease, 
performance and carcass. He is a tank, with extra 
thickness, muscle and capacity. His moderate framed, 
easy fleshing dam is a tigh uddered, small teated daughter 
of McCumber 4X13 Extra 829 and produced from a top 
daughter of Sitz JL$ Emulation EXT 536P.

RedBank Cincha 264RedBank Cincha 264
16909782       3/15/10 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt 
 80	 640	

“Cincha” is a true cowman’s bull, no matter what traits 
you like in your cattle. When you set your eyes on him 
you can’t help but want more like him. He comes from 
what is arguably our best line of cows, with his grand 
dam being in production until 17 years of age and his dam 
still being in production at 14 years of age. Both of these 
cows rose to the top of our herd with an extremely high 
rate of production during their lifetime in pounds weaned, 
being extremely tight in their calving intervals, and high 
daughter retention. His sire was a corner stone of our 
program and Cincha has proven to be that as well, siring 
long, deep bodied females with excellent udder structure 
and fertility.
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Reference Sires

RedBank Rainmaker 880RedBank Rainmaker 880
20252632       2/25/18 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt 
      Age of Dam - 12 75	 780

He is out of an extensively productive cow from the 
Blackbird family that was hard to find a fault with. He is 
extremely long-made and deep, one of those bulls that seem 
to have an extra rib. Very hard footed with a big scrotal. 

GDAR CJD Game Day 1736 GDAR CJD Game Day 1736 
16944775       2/11/11

 BW WW YW Milk Marb RE $W $B
	 -1.1	 +52	 +91	 +24	 +.42	 +.50	 +56	 +115

HARB Frontman 172 JH HARB Frontman 172 JH 
17138101       2/2/11

 BW WW YW Milk Marb RE $W $B
	 +1.1	 +42	 +75	 +33	 +.18	 +.40	 +54	 +93

We purchased 1736 and 172 JH in the same year as yearling bulls. We don’t know if we could 
have chosen two better breeders to fit our environment. We have tried many bulls from 2011 til 
now. These two bulls’ daughters just keep sticking throughout the generations through harsh 
droughts and fierce blizzards. They are practical, predictable, and highly productive females. 

  Sinclair Mountain 7RV11
  18834613             2/20/2017

	 Rito	Revolve	OR5
Sinclair Rito 9R7
	 Sinclair	K	BTY	6PV5	25F3

	 Sinclair	Rito	Legacy	3R9
Sinclair Primrose 1RL9 D011#
	 N	Bar	Primrose	4324B

Age of Dam - 12 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt 
	 82	 625	
He is a double bred grandson of Rito 707 and fits our mold 
for being deep-ribbed, wide-based and easy to handle. His 
pedigree is stacked with easy keeping females. 

	Reference
Sire
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TESTING OUR GENETICS THROUGH AG BOOST

What is AG BOOST?
Ag Boost is an independent genetic data company that uses our cattle’s true genetic value, and presents it 

in a way that is easy to understand. The DNA is sent off and processed through Ingenity, which is a non-breed 
specific third-party lab. The results come back through AG Boost in a 16-trait genomic profile. These traits are 
what most cattlemen look at when making a decision on a bull for their herd’s future. The goal of AG Boost is 
to help producers understand easily, efficiently and how a new purchase can affect the genetics in their herd. 

How to interpret the results:
Each bull’s genomic profile is presented in the form of a wheel. 

Maternal, Carcass and Performance traits are presented on a 1-10 scale. 
Please note, higher scores aren’t always better! The lower the score on 
RFI, the less feed it takes for a pound of gain in that animal.  The top trait 
will be shown in the 12 o’clock position, with all other traits following 
clockwise. For example: in our bulls, the dominant trait is RFI: Residual 
Feed Intake, or in other words, feed efficiency. This trait is followed 
closely by Marbling, Tenderness and Calving Ease Direct. 

Why did we choose AG BOOST?
We decided to go through AG Boost with our genetic testing for 

several reasons. They are a completely non-biased, third party genomic 
company that gives us exact results of what our cattle ARE. There are no 
marketing based numbers, no predictive algorithms, and no man-made unproven data. The DNA speaks for 
itself. We wanted to be able to show the buyer on paper what we know to be true about our cattle. EPDs are a 
very useful tool, but they can also be faulted due to human error. We believe genetic analysis to be just as or 
more important a tool when selecting a direction for our program. The real numbers are what make the real 
decisions! Any cow-calf man or commercial producer can utilize this same genomic program in his herd. You 
do not need to be a registered breeder to benefit, anyone can test their herd. IF you buy a bull from us, we can 
transfer his AG Boost profile to yours and he can be incorporated into your AG Boost herd. The same cannot 
be said of a bull registered only through AAA.

The traits and what the numbers mean
BW a low score indicates a lower weight calf

CED a high score indicates the animal tested will 
have or produce offspring that calve easy

CEM higher score means the females will have an 
easier time calving on the maternal side

Doc the higher the score, the higher the 
potential for broken gates and cuss words. 
Middle ground is best here. 

HPR heifer pregnancy rate, a higher score means 
she’ll get bred and stay bred

Milk a 10 is dairy, a 1 is dry

Stay a 10 is a female that will stay in your herd 
for a minimum of 6 years

ADG 10 will gain .81 lbs/day over a score of 1

RFI a low score indicates less intake for a pound 
of gain

Tend 10 being the most tender and 1 the least 

Marb 10 will grade choice or higher than animals 
with a score of 1

REA 10 will have a 2.56 in. sq. larger ribeye than 
animals with a score of 1

Fat 10 is tremendously well-covered and 1 is 
extremely lean

HCW Hot carcass weight, the bigger the number, 
the heavier the carcass, which is a good thing. 

WW higher score, heavier weaning

YW higher score, bigger yearling

SC a big number means big testicles, and big 
testicles mean superior fertility 

Our overall score was a 5.7 on all our bulls. Balance is key and our focus. This allows us to 
breed cattle that can run for generations within our environment. We feel this score accurately 
represents the guiding hand that Mother Nature has had in our program.   

Our Overall Genomic Score
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	 1 RedBank Frontman 1326
 20472445 4/3/2021
	 Kesslers	Frontman	R001#
HARB Frontman 172 JH
	 HARB	Jerica	883	JH

	 Vision	Cash	3414
RedBank Vision Queen 9326
	 RedBank	FMH	Queen	3826
Age of Dam - 4 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 72	 645	 1060	 1.77	 39	 13.40
Power house of a bull. Out of a 1st calf heifer that has 
since bred back in the 1st cycle twice. She is one of the 
fanciest females we have around and is perfectly uddered 
with excellent feet & disposition. You can see in his heifer 
pregnancy rate & fat scores through AG Boost that he 
should go on to make daughters that can handle a tough 
environment and stay around for a long time. His grandam 
is still in production at 11 years of age, his great-grandam 
was producing past 15. He is a rare combination of calving 
ease & true power.

	 2 RedBank Cincha 1463
 COMMERCIAL 3/30/2021
	 HARB	702	Cincha	156
RedBank Cincha 264
	 RedBank	Queen	264

	 RedBank	Cedar	Ridge	3182
RedBank CR1 Blackbird 463
	 RedBank	OCC	Blackbird	63
Age of Dam - 9 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 85	 730	 1160	 2.63	 37	 16.10
He has been at the front of the pack since he was born. His 
numbers match his muscle: a 730 lb weaning weight, 2.63 
lbs gained on dry cheatgrass with a 16.1 inch ribeye. His 9 
yr-old dam is ideally built, deep bodied & extremely wide 
set. Her udder is flawless. He is as gentle as they come. You 
can see in his AG Boost score he is genetically designed to 
make females that don’t need a lot to get bred as heifers & 
become mainstays in your herd.

Lot 11 Lot 22

Dr. Allen Gotfredson, Lead 
Assistant Aishya Lyman and 
Head Boss Lady Judy Lyman 

Pap testing bulls with efficiency. 
All Bulls were summered and 

tested at elevation.
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	 3 RedBank Rito 1264
 20472444 4/14/2021
	 R	R	Rito	707#
Coleman Rito 707-974
	 Coleman	Donna		386

	 GDAR	Game	Day	449#
RedBank 1736 Queen 2864
	 RedBank	Lead	Queen	864
Age of Dam - 11 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 60	 585	 1000	 2.67	 37	 13.40
His dam is 11 and has been cranking out good ones every 
year. A true heifer bull with high growth, low pap, and a 
2.67 lb gain on dry grass.  If you study his pedigree you will 
see some of the best female makers there is.

	 4 RedBank Frontman 149
 20540042 3/22/2021
	 Kesslers	Frontman	R001#
HARB Frontman 172 JH
	 HARB	Jerica	883	JH

	 Sinclair	Rollin	Coal	5K6
RedBank Rolling Beauty 9649
	 RedBank	CF	Direct	Beauty	649
Age of Dam - 4 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 68	 635	 1095	 2.23	 38	 14.50
1st calf heifer son that weaned near 70% of his dams body 
weight and she bred back 1st cycle in a drought year. In 
my opinion, he is one of the most complete bulls in our 
offering both on paper and in person. Dog gentle to boot. 
You can see from his genomic score that he will make some 
high yielding, high gaining & high grading offspring. Pair 
that with his maternal side and he is tough to top.

	 6 RedBank Mountain 104
 20509291 5/11/2021
	 Sinclair	Rito	9R7
Sinclair Mountain 7RV11
	 Sinclair	Primrose	1RL9	D011#

	 Red	Bank	Ceder	Ridge	3182
RedBank Cedar Chloe 504
	 Red	Bank	X	Chloe
Age of Dam - 8 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 80	 650	 1080	 2.69	 37	 14.20
The first of our Mountain boys. His dam is 8. She is square 
made, tight uddered and has never bred outside of the 2nd 
cycle. We’ve been a fan of this guy all the way through. 
His gain on cheatgrass was impressive. He checks a lot of 
boxes in his AG Boost scores. Stayabilty, ADG, RFI, CED, 
FAT, with a 5 on his milk. He is a cow maker from one of the 
best cow makers of all time: Rito 707.

Lot 66

Lot 88

	 5 RedBank Tremendous 101
 COMMERCIAL 4/9/2021
	 McCumber	Tremendous	2008
HL Tremendous 8MC17
	 Pine	Coulee	Blackfoot	C129

	 Coleman	Rito	707-974
RedBank Rito Blackbird 901
	 Wagler	Blackbird	901
Age of Dam - 4 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 85	 570	 1010	 2.03	 37	 11.50
It was a tough decision as to which of these 1st calf heifer 
sons would go thru the ring first. Huge ribeye here, big 
gainer & yet again weaned over 60% of his dam body 
weight. You can see from his genomic test that he is bred 
to make easy fleshing, fertile, highly productive females.
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Lot 77

Lot 1010

	 7 RedBank Game Day 161
 20472449 3/22/2021
	 GDAR	Game	Day	449#
GDAR CJD Game Day 1736
	 GDAR	CJD	Blackcap	Lady	9752

	 Redland	Game	Day	373
RedBank GD3 Blackcap 6111
	 RedBank	056	Blackcap	911
Age of Dam - 4 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 70	 740	 1200	 1.70	 37	 14.90
1st calf heifer son that has done a lot right from the very 
start. When you go through his actual numbers, he is 
hard to fault. His genomic scores prove him to be a heifer 
bull that when he his older, you will smile when you turn 
him out with the mature cows. He held his condition all 
summer long & has the disposition of his sire: gentle.

	 8 RedBank Cincha 102
 20534096 4/21/2021
	 H	A	R	B	702	Cincha	156
RedBank Cincha 264
	 Red	Bank	Queen	264

	 Mc	Cumber	213	Fortunate	5120
RedBank Fortunate Queen 8002
	 Red	Bank	Queen	002
Age of Dam - 5 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 80	 785	 1210	 2.30	 36	 12.40
5-year-old dam. He is the product of years of breeding 
within our program. His growth, pap and ribeye are all 
tough to beat. He has that look that every cowman wants 
with all the numbers to go with it.

	 9 Redbank Rainmaker 880-183
 COMMERCIAL 4/16/2021
	 Coleman	Rainmaker	1137
RedBank Rainmaker 880
	 RedBank	156	Blackbird	1180

	 McCumber	Tremendous	2008
RedBank Patience 8A3
	 RedBank	Patience	6A3
Age of Dam - 5 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 72	 770	 1210	 1.97	 39	 15.20
This guy has known he was going to be something since 
he was born. His 5-year-old dam is one that we get excited 
about, coming from one of our most productive cow 
families. When you study his AG Boost scores, it becomes 
evident why. He is genetically designed to make the type 
of females that will keep you not just paying the bills, but 
putting some extra away.

	10 Redbank Rainmaker 880-1686
 20512283 4/21/2021
	 Coleman	Rainmaker	1137
RedBank Rainmaker 880
	 RedBank	056	Blackbird180

	 RedBank	H	Frontman	463
RedBank 463 Beauty 6986
	 RedBank	FMH	Beauty	386
Age of Dam - 7 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 76	 670	 1095	 2.56	 39	 14.40
The natural width on this guy is un-real. His dam is one 
of those cows you don’t think about, she’s just always in 
the background quietly doing her job. When you do see 
him, you go back to study her pedigree & you find in each 
generation some of the best females we know, stacked on 
top of each other. His AG Boost score backs it all up, and 
his actual numbers proves it though again. Calving ease.
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	11 RedBank Rito 182
 20505324 4/18/2021
	 R	R	Rito	707#
Coleman Rito 707-974
	 Coleman	Donna		386

	 Obsidian	Nightime	213
Red Band Nitetime Ankonia 18
	 Red	Bank	Ankonia	382
Age of Dam - 12 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 65	 610	 1030	 2.03	 38	 14.00
Coming from the same dam as Cedar Ridge 3182, she is 
now 12, looks 5, & has given a lifetime of work that would 
make any cattleman happy. The combination of Eriskay, 
Donna, and Ankonia in this guy should make some highly 
productive daughters. His AG Boost score yet again concurs 
with what we know about his lineage. Sleep all night calving 
ease. We will draw semen on him before delivery.

	12 RedBank RHF 11
 20512285 4/3/2021
	 HARB	Frontman	172	JH
RedBank H Frontman 463
	 RedBank	HM	Ankonia	633

	 H	A	R	B	702	Cincha	156
RedBank Cincha Queen 264
	 Red	Bank	HM	Queen	464
Age of Dam - 9 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 80	 570	 970	 2.96	 37	 13.40
If you want a deep, poor-grass-eating, pound-making 
machine, then look at this fellow.  His dam is one of the 
deepest, heaviest muscled cows here. Check out his gain 
of 2.96 on dry grass. He is a commercial cow makers dream 
bull.

	13 RedBank Rito 129
 20472446 4/15/2021
	 R	R	Rito	707#
Coleman Rito 707-974
	 Coleman	Donna		386

	 GDAR	Game	Day	449#
RedBank Game Day Eline 429
	 Red	Bank	Herc	Eline	2
Age of Dam - 9 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 70	 600	 1020	 2.56	 38	 12.80
Another bull that Eriskay, Donna, Miss Wix & our Eline all 
come together in one generation. A true-blue calving ease 
bull that has high enough growth that you’ll be happy to 
use on your mature cows later. His dam is what you would 
expect her to be, beautiful. Very correct in her make with a 
perfect udder.

	14 RedBank Rainmaker 167
 20535534 4/17/2021
	 Sitz	Rainmaker	6169#
Coleman Rainmaker 1137
	 Chloe	Juanada	7009

	 H	A	R	B	Lead	On
RedBank 056 Chloe 967
	 Red	Bank	A	Chloe	567
Age of Dam - 14 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 85	 530	 950	 1.84	 38	 11.10
His Dam is the oldest out of the bulls’ dams in this offering: 
2009 was a bit ago. Her body of work is impressive. She 
adapted to everything we asked out of her. She never 
has struggled, never has needed a helping hand. I know 
his actual numbers are not as impressive as some of the 
others, but when you look at the genomic score you can 
see why she has been around for so long, and what he will 
bring to your outfit.

	15 RedBank Fortunate 1692
 20509290 4/3/2021
	 Mc	Cumber	Fortunate	213
Mc Cumber 213 Fortunate 5120
	 Blackcap	081	of	Mc	Cumber

	 GDAR	CJD	Game	Day	1736
RedBank GD1 Lea 6392
	 RedBank	GD1	Lea	4392
Age of Dam - 7 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 84	 640	 950	 2.03	 37	 12.90
This bulls Dam is 7 years old, has never been outside of 
the 2nd cycle and is square made & long.  This guy is the 
same way: an ideal range bull. AG Boost shows just in his 
heifer pregnancy rate alone that it’s by no accident that 
she is still around.

Bulls enjoying their summer on dry pasture. 
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	16 RedBank Cincha 199
 20539963 4/28/2021
	 H	A	R	B	702	Cincha	156
RedBank Cincha 264
	 Red	Bank	Queen	264

	 HARB	Frontman	172	JH
RedBank FMH Lea 499
	 RedBank	056	Lea	992
Age of Dam - 7 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 85	 740	 1345	 na	 40	 16.40
If you’re looking for a big-time bull to add pounds to your 
calf crop, he is our lead off bull in that area. One of the 
biggest and most well-muscled guys we have raised, he has 
been exciting to watch develop. His dam is what you want 
your cows to look like: long made, big hipped, balanced, 
highly feminine and her udder is well balanced with great 
attachment. His AG Boost score was one of the first ones we 
looked at to see if it coincided with what we knew about him.

	17 RedBank Cincha 137
 20551220 4/3/2021
	 H	A	R	B	702	Cincha	156
RedBank Cincha 264
	 Red	Bank	Queen	264

	 Cole	Creek	Cedar	Ridge	1V#
RedBank Cedar Chloe 37
	 RedBank	056	Chloe	967
Age of Dam - 10 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 82	 690	 1155	 2.10	 40	 13.60
His dam is a 2013 model Chloe that has that wedge shape 
you want in fertile range cows. She has never calved 
outside of the 2nd cycle. Growth & maternal cow power 
come to fruit in this bull.

	18 RedBank Cincha 1886
 20534063 4/2/2021
	 H	A	R	B	702	Cincha	156
RedBank Cincha 264
	 Red	Bank	Queen	264

	 Sinclair	Rollin	Coal	5K6
RedBank Coal Beauty 8686
	 RedBank	463	Beauty	6986
Age of Dam - 5 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 81	 645	 1025	 2.30	 37	 12.60
Another long-made and high-growth maternal bull. He 
checks a lot of boxes. If you’re happy with the frame size 
on your cows and want to make high producing, fertile 
daughters that put pounds on the scale, here is a good 
candidate. His dam is 5 and has weaned over 50% of her 
body weight in 2 drought years.

	19 RedBank Rainmaker 3836-118
 COMMERCIAL 4/3/2021
	 Coleman	Rainmaker	1137
Redland Rainmaker 3836
	 Redland	Barbaramere	Nel	3592

	 HARB	Frontman	JH	172
RedBank Patience 4418
	 RedBank	Patience	8418
Age of Dam - 9 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 67	 675	 1110	 2.76	 36	 13.90
One of the bigger guys in the bunch from day 1 on. He 
brings it all together in one pretty attractive package 
on paper and in person. Almost a 3 lb daily gain on 
cheatgrass. His dam is a big-barreled, big-hipped, gentle 
girl. He will make some dandy, easy keeping daughters and 
some high gaining steer calves.

	20 RedBank Mountain 1386
 20472450 4/27/2021
	 Sinclair	Rito	9R7
Sinclair Mountain 7RV11
	 Sinclair	Primrose	1RL9	D011#

	 GDAR	CJD	Game	Day	1736
RedBank 1736 Queen 386
	 Redbank	Cincha	Queen	186
Age of Dam - 10 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 82	 640	 1100	 2.96	 36	 14.80
I’m not sure what more we can ask this bull to do.  
640-pound weaning weight, a pap of 36, average gain of 2.96 
pounds on dry cheatgrass and a 14.8 ribeye. His RFI was 
his highest scoring trait genomically. He’s a bull that’s easy 
to get excited about.

	21 RedBank Mountain 178
 20547316 4/16/2021
	 Sinclair	Rito	9R7
Sinclair Mountain 7RV11
	 Sinclair	Primrose	1RL9	D011#

	 Mc	Cumber	213	Fortunate	5120
RedBank Fortunate Ankonia 78
	 RedBank	FMH	Lea	499
Age of Dam - 6 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 74	 850	 1245	 1.38	 36	 13.20
Calving ease combined with real muscle mass and power. 
Coming from our Ankonia cow family, it’s no wonder 
his top traits are heifer pregnancy rate & stay-ability. 
850-pound WW out of a 6-year-old cow rounded out with a 
36-pap score.
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	22 RedBank Rainmaker 1418
 COMMERCIAL 4/13/2021
	 Sitz	Rainmaker	6169
Coleman Rainmaker 1137
	 Chloe	Juanada	7009

	 HARB	Frontman	JH	172
RedBank Patience PIV4
	 RedBank	Patience
Age of Dam - 9 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 85	 690	 1180	 na	 42	 12.50
Out of one of the most balanced cows in the herd. Our 
Patience cows really represent our breeding philosophy. 
Highly productive and gentle females that can adapt easily 
and do more with less. Keep in mind she weaned this guy 
during a drought at 690 lbs.

	23 RedBank Rainmaker 1763
 20506935 4/9/2021
	 Sitz	Rainmaker	6169#
Coleman Rainmaker 1137
	 Chloe	Juanada	7009

	 Mc	Cumber	213	Fortunate	5120
RedBank 5120 Ankonia 7263
	 RedBank	Gameday	Ankonia	2633
Age of Dam - 6 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 65	 595	 1005	 2.63	 39	 12.20
This bulls dam is a direct daughter of Ankonia 633: hands 
down one of the best cows we have had, and she is still 
going having been born in 2006. You see highly productive 
maternal females stacked in his pedigree. A low birth 
weight, high growth bull. High scoring CED with an 
outstanding ADG.

	24 RedBank RHF 1492
 20512282 4/6/2021
	 HARB	Frontman	172	JH
RedBank H Frontman 463
	 RedBank	HM	Ankonia	633

	 GDAR	CJD	Game	Day	1736
RedBank GD1 Lea 4392
	 RedBank	HM	Lea	6392
Age of Dam - 9 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 60	 635	 1000	 3.09	 38	 13.50
Everybody talks about having calves that start light and 
then explode. Check his actual numbers out, he hasn’t hit 
the brakes since day 1. One of the highest ADG bulls on 
cheatgrass. He will go on to correct udders & make long 
lasting cornerstones in your herd.

	25 RedBank Cincha 1537
 20552976 5/4/2021
	 H	A	R	B	702	Cincha	156
RedBank Cincha 264
	 Red	Bank	Queen	264

	 Redland	Game	Day	373
RedBank GD3 Chloe 537
	 RedBank	Cedar	Chloe	37
Age of Dam - 8 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 78	 570	 1020	 2.89	 37	 13.20
One of the bigger bulls in the bunch. If you are a grass-
based operation that retains your calves to yearlings, 
here is a candidate for adding those pounds while making 
quality heifers that stick around. He has a ton of vigor and 
is built to cover rough country.

	26 RedBank Cincha 1729
 20534070 4/13/2021
	 H	A	R	B	702	Cincha	156
RedBank Cincha 264
	 Red	Bank	Queen	264

	 Kesslers	Frontman	R001#
RedBank FM Eline 5729
	 RedBank	Design	Eline	7729
Age of Dam - 8 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 75	 700	 980	 2.10	 39	 12.70
A complete calving ease package here. He came off of his 
dam in outstanding form, stumbled a bit post weaning due 
to sickness, and there was awhile there I thought we may 
lose him but he fought through. Needless to say, his YW 
isn’t what it would have been but it is obvious the ground 
he has made up since. His Dam is as square & deep made 
as they come.

	27 RedBank Rolling Coal 138
 20521602 4/16/2021
	 Sinclair	Broker	3RC33
Sinclair Rollin Coal 5K6
	 Sinclair	C	Pride	1RL14	J204

	 RedBank	Cincha	264
RedBank CN2 Blackbird 9638
	 RedBank	463	Blackbird	638
Age of Dam - 4 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 70	 560	 1000	 1.70	 37	 13.30
The first of the Sinclair Rolling Coal 1st calf heifer sons. 
Our Rolling Coal Daughters have proven that they are built 
for tough country. As you can see by his AG Boost score 
they are genetically designed to be incredibly efficient. 
If you run on high desert or want to reduce size in your 
females while keeping your growth, look at these guys.
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	28 RedBank Rito 192
 20472448 4/15/2021
	 R	R	Rito	707#
Coleman Rito 707-974
	 Coleman	Donna		386

	 GDAR	Game	Day	449#
RedBank Game Day Lea 392
	 Red	Bank	Herc	Lea	192
Age of Dam - 10 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 74	 595	 1005	 2.50	 35	 12.00
I’ve been a fan of this bull from his first week on. His dam 
has a bit more frame size that comes from the Force & 
Hercules in her pedigree. In him, you will get that added 
growth plus the abundant natural fleshing ability & true 
muscle.

	29 RedBank Rollin Coal 1586
 20483875 4/11/2021
	 Sinclair	Broker	3RC33
Sinclair Rollin Coal 5K6
	 Sinclair	C	Pride	1RL14	J204

	 RedBank	H	Frontman	463
RedBank 463 Beauty 9586
	 RedBank	373	Beauty
Age of Dam - 4 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 75	 580	 1035	 2.96	 39	 13.80
We love the way this bull is put together. He will cover 
country like a good saddle horse. He is deceivingly long 
with good rear quarter. The calving ease in him is for real, 
a 1st calf heifer son that will stand up to whatever you 
throw at him. If you don’t think he is built for short hard 
grass country, look at his ADG of 2.96.

	30 RedBank Rolling Coal 166
 20547318 5/1/2021
	 Sinclair	Broker	3RC33
Sinclair Rollin Coal 5K6
	 Sinclair	C	Pride	1RL14	J204

	 Sinclair	Rollin	Coal	5K6
RedBank Coal Sheila 966
	 RedBank	CN2	Sheila	66
Age of Dam - 4 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 75	 610	 1010	 2.50	 39	 12.60
A paternal half brother to 1586. If you’re needing a pair of 
bulls to cover your females in thousands of acres, these 
two will get it done. Another 1st calf heifer son, he is 
double bred Rolling Coal. He has great rear quarter, is level 
topped with a good disposition.

	31 RedBank RHF 164
 20512285 5/4/2021
	 HARB	Frontman	172	JH
RedBank H Frontman 463
	 RedBank	HM	Ankonia	633

	 H	A	R	B	702	Cincha	156
RedBank Cincha Queen 264
	 Red	Bank	HM	Queen	464
Age of Dam - 11 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 69	 605	 1005	 2.30	 37	 12.70
While his EPDS show him to be a negative birthweight bull, 
I trust his AG Boost score more. His dam is 11 and honestly, 
I was surprised when that dawned on me. She has made 
some big-time powerhouse bulls throughout the years, but 
this is her first calf that was born this light. He will bring 
that longevity to your ranch with his early calf growth.

	32 RedBank Rainmaker 880-1867
 20543787 5/5/2021
	 Coleman	Rainmaker	1137
RedBank Rainmaker 880
	 RedBank	056	Blackbird180

	 Redland	Game	Day	373
RedBank GD3 Chloe 5867
	 RedBank	056	Chloe	8567
Age of Dam - 8 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 78	 550	 950	 1.97	 39	 11.20
This guy is built with a big gas tank on him. A ton of middle 
in him, check his RFI on AG Boost. He is bred to make 
those females that can take poor feed and do well.

  RedBank H Frontman 463
  18165374            3/14/2014

	 Kesslers	Frontman	R001#
HARB Frontman 172 JH
	 HARB	Jerica	883	JH

	 Harmon	Mainstream	M069
RedBank HM Ankonia 633
	 Red	Bank	X	Ankonia	133

Age of Dam - 16 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt 
	 81	 640	 1180
RHF’s 2006 born dam is one of the very best cows on the 
place. She was the first cow that truly made me believe in 
easy fleshing. In the entirety of her lifetime, she has only 
ever had two bull calves. We made the mistake of selling 
her first one. We are very thankful we held on to 463. The 
majority of our commercial cows descend from him in 
one way or another. He corrects udders, feet, disposition, 
moderates size and adds fleshing ability. 

	Reference
Sire
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	33 RedBank Charlo 180
 20506913 3/20/2021
	 Coleman	Charlo	0256#
Coleman Charlo 7177
	 Coleman	Donna		197

	 Redland	Rainmaker	3836
RedBank RM Blackbird 980
	 RedBank	GD	Blackbird	280
Age of Dam - 4 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 70	 620	 1005	 2.10	 39	 14.00
A 1st calf heifer son that brings together some of the best 
angus cows of all time in two generations of his pedigree. 
Another big middled bull, he is calving ease with all the 
easy fleshing & muscle we can get in one.

Lot 3333

	34 RedBank Rito 19
 COMMERCIAL 4/15/2021
	 RR	Rito	707
Coleman Rito 707-974
	 Coleman	Donna	386

	 McCumber	Fortunate	213	5120
RedBank Fortunate Queen 719
	 RedBank	Queen	019
Age of Dam - 10 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 65	 520	 925	 1.90	 36	 14.00
Sleep all night heifer bull whose calves will go on to make 
the cut in the fall. His dam is ultra-fancy with one of the 
best udders on the place. If you calve early in the cold & 
are sick of the calves taking minutes to get going, we would 
recommend this guy.

	35 RedBank Rolling Coal 1982
 PENDING 4/18/2021
	 Sinclair	Broker	3RC33
Sinclair Rolling Coal 5K6
	 Sinclair	C	Pride	1RL14	J204

	 Sinclair	Rolling	Coal	5K6
RedBank Coal Ankonia 982
	 RedBank	GD	Ankonia	682
Age of Dam - 4 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 80	 530	 1000	 1.57	 37	 11.50
Between him and Lot 34, here is a pair of what I call power 
heifer bulls. I don’t know how much more muscle we can 
pack onto this guy. He is extremely thick and correct in 
his make. He is out of a 1st calf heifer that should give you 
zero problems at calving time.

	36 RedBank Rainmaker 880-10
 20512286 4/15/2021
	 Coleman	Rainmaker	1137
RedBank Rainmaker 880
	 RedBank	056	Blackbird180

	 Redland	Game	Day	373
RedBank GD3 Beauty 50
	 RedBank	225	Beauty	00
Age of Dam - 8 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 64	 580	 985	 1.90	 37	 12.70
His dam is 8 and is one the deepest wide set cows on the 
place. You can always find her in the farthest corner with 
her huge calf doing her job. This guy has all of her depth 
plus the length of his sire. Generations of highly productive 
females stacked yet again.

	37 RedBank Rainmaker 146
 COMMERCIAL 4/16/2021
	 Sitz	Rainmaker	6169
Coleman Rainmaker 1137
	 Chloe	Juanada	7009

	 Kessler’s	Frontman	R001
RedBank FM Chloe 346
	 RedBank	Chloe	46
Age of Dam - 10 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 80	 500	 900	 1.50	 37	 11.10
146 has been on his own since he was 2 months old. His 
dam was one of our favorite Frontman daughters who got 
into poison shortly after spring turn out. We didn’t find him 
again till he was 5 months old. I would like you to take that 
into account as you evaluate him. We all want problem free 
cattle that can do it on their own. This fella has done it.
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	38 RedBank Rainmaker 115
 COMMERCIAL 4/13/2021
	 Sitz	Rainmaker	6169
Coleman Rainmaker 1137
	 Chloe	Juanada	7009

	 GDAR	Game	Day	1736
RedBank GD1 Queen 315
	 Paintrock	Queen	115
Age of Dam - 10 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 60	 610	 950	 2.03	 38	 11.70
115’s dam is my go-to for corrective calving ease genetics. 
If you have birthweight bred into your cow herd, you can 
see by his CED he has a good chance of breeding through 
it. Ultra-efficient, he will bring that along with his fleshing 
ability to your cow herd. Oh, and his dam is coming 10.

	39 RedBank Rainmaker 1567
 20547319 4/14/2021
	 Sitz	Rainmaker	6169#
Coleman Rainmaker 1137
	 Chloe	Juanada	7009

	 Coleman	Rito	707-974
RedBank Rito Chloe 7567
	 RedBank	GD3	Chloe	567
Age of Dam - 6 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 75	 630	 1050	 1.77	 38	 13.80
This guy is impressive. His dam is impressive. He and Lot 
40 are out of two Rito 974 daughters and I think its fairly 
evident why we began using them. We will draw semen on 
this guy before delivery.

Lot 3939

Lot 4040

	40 RedBank Rainmaker 1733
 20547317 4/18/2021
	 Sitz	Rainmaker	6169#
Coleman Rainmaker 1137
	 Chloe	Juanada	7009

	 Coleman	Rito	707-974
RedBank Rito Sheila 733
	 RedBank	GD3	Sheila	533
Age of Dam - 6 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 80	 625	 980	 2.10	 36	 12.50
Length, depth, thickness, docility, correct feet, correct 
udders and easy fleshing. Hard to find that all in one 
package that has been tested by mother nature already

	41 RedBank Rainmaker 15
 PENDING 4/5/2021
	 Sitz	Rainmaker	6169
Coleman Rainmaker 1137
	 Chloe	Juanada	7009

	 Red	Bank	Cedar	Ridge	3182
RedBank CR1 Chloe 5
	 RedBank	GD	Chloe	27
Age of Dam - 8 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 75	 580	 930	 3.09	 39	 13.50
Big time grass genetics in this guy. Over a 3 lb a day gain 
on dry cheatgrass. His dam is 8 and is one of the prettiest 
females we have around. He is square made and correct in 
design. Brings all the muscle, carcass, and fleshing ability 
to the table.
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	42 RedBank RGD 1762
 COMMERCIAL 4/21/2021
	 GDAR	Game	Day	449
RedBank Game Day 004
	 RedBank	Chloe	004

	 McCumber	Fortunate	213	5120
RedBank Fortunate Chloe 8752
	 RedBank	GD	Chloe	562
Age of Dam - 5 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 82	 605	 850	 4.27	 36	 12.40
4.27 ADG on dry grass. He struggled with sickness post 
weaning so obviously there was compensatory gain to be 
had there, but the fact remains: he got it done. We want 
cattle to react positively to adversity. He went into a poor 
range environment in poor condition and excelled. 36 pap 
out of a very ideal dam.

	43 RedBank Rito 1482
 20491502 4/15/2021
	 R	R	Rito	707#
Coleman Rito 707-974
	 Coleman	Donna		386

	 HARB	Frontman	172	JH
RedBank Frontman Queen 482
	 Redbank	Cincha	Queen	0826
Age of Dam - 9 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 76	 615	 980	 2.50	 39	 12.60
This bull is our buddy. I can’t say it enough how nice these 
Ritos are to be around. He is about as easy fleshing as 
can be, and backed up by generations of some of the best 
range cow makers there is.

	44 RedBank Tremendous 1964
 20472447 4/21/2021
	 Mc	Cumber	2008	Trmndous	543
HL Tremendous 8MC17 543
	 Pine	Coulee	Blackfoot	C129

	 Mc	Cumber	213	Fortunate	5120
RedBank Fortunate Queen 9464
	 Red	Bank	HM	Queen	464
Age of Dam - 4 
 Act Birth Wt Act Wean Wt Act Year Wt ADG PAP Act Ribeye
	 83	 630	 1080	 1.90	 39	 12.70
1st calf heifer son that weaned close to 70% of his mothers 
body weight. He Is big hipped, thick and will bring all the 
growth you want in short grass country cattle.

The bull’s dams on high desert winter range where elevations are 4,500 to 7,000 ft. 

A daughter of McCumber Fortunate 213 5120
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The dam to McCumber 213 Fortunate 
5120. Blackcap 081 of McCumber is 
the combination of two of the greatest 
cow families of all time. In person, we 
found her to be the ideal moderate 
framed, easy fleshing female.

Chloe Juanada 7009, the Grand Dam to 
Redland Rainmaker 3836 and RedBank 
Rainmaker 880. If you want to know 
what kind of cows a bull will produce, 
look at the females that produced him!

KMK Donna J311 is the Grand Dam 
to both McCumber Rito 707-974 and 

Coleman Foundation 972.

Redbank Queen 2864, coming 11 
years old, this maternal half-sister 

to Redbank Cincha 264 exemplifies 
why this cow family remains to 
be an important element in our 

program, bringing production, 
longevity, and fertility to the table.
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Redland Redbank Program
On our ranch, have a simple ideology: What pays the bills are cows that have the capability to give back 

so much more that what is put in. We have high expectations of our females, and given the rough terrain 
and harsh conditions these girls run in, they do not disappoint. Mother nature does the culling for us, 
letting us know who cannot maintain their body condition while raising a calf, and continue to do so year 
‘round. After breeding, the registered herd runs side by side with the commercial herd; neither of which 
get a single bit of pampering. We began years ago to develop our replacement heifer calves post weaning 
the same way they’re going to run their entire lives here: on grass. Wintering our heifer calves on grass and 
breeding them on grass late spring, early summer was a game changer for us. The first years breed up was 
rough, but every year since, our fall-out from open first calf heifers has been less and less.

Our cows do not see a flake of hay until calving time. We bring all our mothers down and calve them out 
on pasture. While calving, they are extremely low maintenance. They know how to do it on their own, and 
the ones that don’t do not stick around. If she can’t handle the task of calving without us, we don’t want her. 

We are fortunate to have had the same cattle genetics in our herd for generations, with practical minded 
production as the end goal. Ranching where we do in Wyoming has not allowed us to supplement these 
cows against Mother Nature. Deep bodied, high-capacity females with an extraordinary amount of natural 
muscling are better suited for making beef off of grass. What we have is grass without the extras. This is the 
reason why this type of cow is our ideal female and the phenotype we strive for. 
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Our Angus Heritage
Our bloodlines originated from my late grandfather Dick Mercer’s herd, 
which was known as Big Sky Angus out of Lavina, Montana. This Angus 

heritage has been maintained in our family for over 70 years, since 1952. 
We are now located south of Ten Sleep, Wyoming at the foothills of the 
Big Horn Mountains. For the past 43 years, we have run our cows on 

these mountains where elevations can exceed 8,500 feet above sea level. 

Dick and Joan Mercer with one of their Limelight sons. He 
was the top gaining bull at the Treasure Test Center that 

year. Proof of quality Angus genetics being maintained for 
generations, and hopefully for generations to come! 

Dick Mercer of Big Sky 
Angus up on the block 
waiting for the annual 

bull sale to start. 

Dick Mercer and Pat Goggins jokingly 
sizing each other up by switching hats. 
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